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DIRECTIONS ::

WILL NEVS FINALLY HIT THEIR STRIDE?

A

t the Clean Cities Conference in Phoenix last month, GCJ editors had the
opportunity to drive many of the latest low-speed and neighborhood electric vehicles (NEVs) now available or coming soon. The mix of vehicles
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included everything from open-air platforms to fully enclosed subcompact car-like
entries and even a compact pickup. This variety of solutions to clean around-town
transportation needs is encouraging, but what does the future hold for the segment?
The recent spike in petroleum prices should be enough to jump-start this fledgling
industry, yet low-speed electric vehicles like NEVs don’t seem to make headlines at
the national level. On many fronts, they aren’t even part of the discussion.
When Ford pulled its new Th!nk Neighbor NEV entry from the market a few years ago,
one had to wonder about the economics of competing in a segment that makes sense on
so many levels. No matter how right the product, however, it still must offer a good business model. Industry doesn’t move forward if it’s not making money. Certainly, the energy
dynamic has changed dramatically since that decision was made and things might be
very different if auto executives were faced with a similar choice today.

LEADING THE WAY WITH
Alternative Fuel Systems
H2 Hybrid Technology
Lightweight CNG Tanks
High Pressure H2 Storage

My community of 750 homes in a rural area of Ohio has 33 miles of roads and a

The recent spike in
petroleum prices should
be enough to jump-start
this fledgling industry,
yet low-speed electric
vehicles like NEVs don’t
seem to make headlines
at the national level.

19 mph speed limit. It’s an ideal environment for neighborhood electric vehicles, yet
astonishingly none exist. Rather, there are an increasing number of golf carts and
small utility vehicles like the John Deere Gator and Kawasaki Mule roaming the roads.
Their operators are clearly looking for a more efficient alternative to a car or truck for
short commutes in this controlled setting. When asked, few know what a neighbor-

HYDROGEN IN MOTION
Quantum’s HyHauler Solution for
Civilian and Military H2 Fueling

hood electric vehicle is, let alone what choices are available.
A quick explanation to the uninitiated: NEVs are federally certified battery electric
vehicles that bridge the gap between traditional cars and golf carts. They are electronically governed to a maximum speed of 25 mph and equipped with specific safety
equipment like seat belts, headlights, brake lights, turn signals, and mirrors. Many
states allow their use on roads posted up to 35 mph.
NEVs make a lot of sense in low-speed urban environments. As plug-in electrics,
they are exceptionally clean with no localized emissions. Since they’re small, easy
to handle, and don’t require much parking space, NEVs are also ideal for daily short
hops and errands, if roads with appropriate speed limits are available. Green Car
Institute (www.greencars.org), a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization focused on research
and educational projects, validated the NEV concept in several studies conducted in
recent years, quantifying their value when operated in areas well-suited to their use,
such as master planned communities.
Timing is everything when it comes to marketing challenges....and it certainly
seems that the time is right for raising awareness of NEVs alongside alternative fuels and advancing green technologies. Positive transportation changes will
require diverse approaches, and the NEV should be an integral part of this as we
move forward. —Todd Kaho
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CREATING 21ST CENTURY TRANSPORTATION
Vehicles on the road today offer exceptionally high levels of quality, safety,

storage systems. Many store hydrogen in 5,000 psi tanks, while some of

durability, and performance, yet, even after a century of advancing automotive

the latest generation fuel cell vehicles make use of Quantum’s 10,000 psi

technology, challenges remain. Growing dependence on petroleum imported

TriShield™ storage systems. These tanks, which broke new ground as the

far from North America, along with continuing air quality issues caused by

ﬁrst to be certiﬁed and successfully tested for this purpose, offer the ability to

motor vehicle emissions, have prompted increased interest in vehicles that

store more hydrogen in the same amount of space. The result is improved

offer greater environmental performance and use less petroleum fuels.

driving range of up to 60 percent.

Quantum Fuel Systems Technologies Worldwide, Inc., (Nasdaq: QTWW)

While Quantum is known for its advanced alternative fuel components

QUANTUM HAS PRODUCT COMMERCIALIZATION ALLIANCES WITH GENERAL MOTORS, AM GENERAL, AND
SUMITOMO. THE COMPANY’S GROWING CUSTOMER BASE INCLUDES, GM, TOYOTA, OPEL, HYUNDAI,
SUZUKI, FORD, DAIMLERCHRYSLER, AEROVIRONMENT, AND THE U.S. ARMY.
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Resources Board (CARB). This lab is also one of only a few select West Coast

EVOLVING HYDROGEN ACTIVITIES

emissions facilities capable of testing vehicles fueled with hydrogen.

An area of growing interest is hydrogen infrastructure. Quantum offers

As part of the services it offers, Quantum conducts engine and vehicle

hydrogen refueling systems targeting ﬂeets of one to 20 vehicles and

development, safety and emissions certiﬁcation, and prototype develop-

is in development of the HyHauler Plus™, a trailer-mounted hydrogen

ment for the auto industry, and is the manufacturer of record for a major

generation, storage, and dispensing system for hydrogen vehicles. This

automaker’s half-ton CNG powered pickup truck. Quantum performs and

system uses electricity to generate hydrogen from water for on-demand

assumes responsibility for alternative fuel system validation, emissions

fast-ﬁlls to 5,000 psi.

testing, and obtaining vehicle certiﬁcation from CARB as part of its role as
the manufacturer of record.

In recent years, Quantum has focused on the integration of technologies
to produce highly-efﬁcient hydrogen hybrid vehicles. There is growing interest

Quantum’s 45,000 square foot manufacturing/technical center

in combining the efﬁciency of hybrid internal combustion and electric power

in Troy, Michigan, features three separate dynamometer test cells for

with the advantages of clean hydrogen fuel. Quantum has developed and

testing or tuning engines. One of these, a 2WD, 4WD, or AWD chassis

delivered hydrogen hybrids based on the Prius sedan through a program

dynamometer capable of handling engines up to 2000 hp, is one of the

with the South Coast Air Quality Management District in California, and is

largest in North America.

continuing production to fulﬁll orders with additional customers.

has over 40 years of proven success in providing solutions to these challenges.

and systems – and of course their important role as enabling technologies

Quantum is widely recognized as the leading source for advanced gaseous

– it’s the company’s proven capabilities in vehicle integration that make

fuel storage, fuel delivery and metering systems, electronic controls, and

Quantum much more than the sum of its parts. Simply, it’s one thing to

ADVANCED GASEOUS FUEL COMPONENTS

system integration for fuel cell applications, hydrogen refueling systems, and

produce some of the industry’s most advanced alternative fuel components,

QUANTUM’S LINE OF ADVANCED FUEL SYSTEM TECHNOLOGIES include gaseous fuel injectors, high-and low-pressure regulators, on-board diagnostics,

hybrid electric propulsion.

and another to design and integrate systems that use these components

high-performance fuel system control modules, fuel lock-offs, and related components for application in the stationary and portable power generation

to produce Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM)-quality alternative fuel

fuel cell markets. Quantum also designs and manufactures computerized controls, regulators, and automatic shut-off equipment, as well as lightweight,

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION

vehicles. Quantum does both, specializing in designing and integrating

high-pressure hydrogen and natural gas storage tanks.

Over the years, Quantum’s enabling technologies have played a crucial role

complete OEM powertrain systems, either in all new ground-up vehicles or

in helping automakers and other developers bring natural gas and propane

existing production vehicle models.

cars, trucks, vans, and buses to the highway. Development programs with

This process draws on the capabilities of Quantum’s Advanced Vehicle

major automakers have also found Quantum’s technologies incorporated into

Concept Center in Lake Forest, California, which features state-of-the-art

vehicles powered by hydrogen fuel cells and other advanced powerplants.

engine development facilities, a complete emissions laboratory, and a chassis

Some of the most well-known fuel cell vehicles now operating on public

dynamometer. Here, Quantum manages the only commercial SULEV

highways store their hydrogen in Quantum’s lightweight composite TriShield™

emissions laboratory on the West Coast recognized by the California Air
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AUTOTRENDS
Dual-Fuel Hydrogen
“OUR SUCCESSES WITH THE U.S. ARMY
ARE LEADING TO NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR OUR
HYDROGEN AND HYBRID VEHICLE TECHNOLOGIES.”

BMW, which has long championed
hydrogen internal combustion
rather than fuel cells for its forward-looking vehicle development,

—ALAN P. NIEDZWIECKI, PRESIDENT AND CEO, QUANTUM TECHNOLOGIES

is continuing on its path to developing enabling technologies that
will bring these vehicles to market.
The automaker recently debuted its
latest dual-fuel engine that’s capable of running on either gasoline or
hydrogen, along with an on-board

DEVELOPING DUAL-USE TECHNOLOGIES
THE TRANSPORTATION NEEDS OF TODAY’S U.S. MILITARY are often

Hydrogen fuel cell vehicles like Quantum’s off road Aggressor, devel-

complementary to the needs of civilian transportation. In both cases, fuel

oped to meet the needs of the military’s Alternative Mobility Vehicle

efficiency and the integration of alternative fuels have become increas-

program, represent next-step thinking. Offering near-silent operation,

ingly important. The cost of fuel on the battlefield is orders of magnitude

the hydrogen Aggressor provides the ability to run on an advanced fuel

higher per gallon than even the highest costs experienced at gas stations

that can be created from diverse sources, with the potential for this fuel

today, largely the result of the logistics involved in moving fuel to where

to be produced in decentralized locations. Fuel cells are also capable

it’s needed anywhere in the world.

of silently producing large amounts of 120V AC off-board electricity to
provide power in the field.

Quantum is addressing this need by developing technologies, pow-

liquid hydrogen storage system.
Both systems will reportedly go

Smart Move
to LPG
A new variant of the popular smart

into service in a limited-production 7-Series model in about two years. Several hundred

forfour in Europe allows this mod-

hydrogen bi-fuel 7-Series variants are expected to be produced initially, although BMW’s

el’s 63 to 107 hp gasoline-powered

stated goal for the long-term is to offer hydrogen engines in its entire lineup.

engines to run on either gasoline

In developing the hydrogen-capable engine, BMW claims output levels of over 230

or liquefied petroleum gas (LPG),

hp have been achieved running on hydrogen fuel, with more development still to go.

bringing reduced emissions and

The bi-fuel design means the engine can be switched between hydrogen and gasoline,

addressing energy diversity. A driver-

achieving the driving range of conventional vehicles while enabling the use of liquid

selectable switch on the center con-

hydrogen fuel where available. A dual-walled fuel tank insulated using state-of-the-

sole changes between the two fuel

art technology maintains the liquid hydrogen at a constant temperature of -423 F.

systems, even while driving. With

Some 70 layers of aluminum-coated synthetic foil under high vacuum are incorpo-

the 94 hp engine, LPG extends this

rated between the tank’s two walls to accomplish this. —Kellen Schefter

vehicle’s range by 280 miles, to nearly

ertrains, and vehicles that either make the most of a gallon of gasoline

The enhanced capabilities offered by these advanced powerplant tech-

or diesel fuel, or displace the need for this fuel altogether. One example

nologies have enormous potential for civilian and military use. Developing

800 miles total between fill-ups. This

of this is a hydrogen hybrid created by Quantum for the National

vehicles and technologies to the highest standards and specifications,

translates into major savings since

Automotive Center (NAC), a part of the Department of Defense. Based

featuring OEM quality integration, is what Quantum does best.

on a Ford Escape Hybrid, this hydrogen hybrid incorporates some of the
same technology used in creating Quantum’s hydrogen Prius hybrids for

Nissan’s Altima Hybrid

filling the forfour lpg’s eight gallon
fuel tank costs about $24 in Europe,
while driving an equivalent distance

More details are emerging on Nissan’s

on gasoline fuel costs about $37.

upcoming Altima Hybrid, the hybrid-

Over 1300 LPG filling stations are

electric version of the company’s popular

found in Germany so fuel availabil-

mid-size sedan (a conventionally powered

ity shouldn’t be a problem. Already,

model is shown here with Nissan’s CEO

smart has begun taking orders for the

Beyond fuel efficiency and near-zero emissions, hydrogen hybrids offer

Carlos Ghosn). In hybrid form, the gaso-

forfour lpg at the same list price as

other unique features important to the military, including the advantage

line-electric powered Altima will combine

the gasoline-powered model. A retro-

of stealth. Hybrids that operate solely on electric power have low thermal

a sprightly 2.5-liter four-cylinder engine

fit kit will be available as well. Yeah,

and auditory signatures that offer a tactical advantage on the battlefield.

with Nissan’s Xtronic continuously vari-

we know...you can’t get the smart in

They also offer the ability to generate off-board electrical power.

able transmission (CVT) and an electric

the States, at least yet. But that could

generator. Nissan promises lower emis-

change so these kinds of activities

sions and improved fuel economy. When it goes on sale in early 2007, the Altima Hybrid

in Europe could eventually have an

will be available in eight states: California, New York, Massachusetts, Connecticut,

influence here. —KS

municipal use. Another example is the HyHauler Plus™ mobile refueling
station to support hydrogen fueling in the field.

ADVANCED CAPABILITIES

Vermont, Rhode Island, Maine, and New Jersey. If the Nissan Altima Hybrid is a sales
success – despite Ghosn’s reservations about the challenge presented by any hybrid’s
17872 CARTWRIGHT ROAD, IRVINE, CA 92614 • (949) 399-4500 • WWW.QTWW.COM

added cost – expect the market to expand accordingly. —Todd Kaho
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